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\textsuperscript{1} Working Group Members and Invited Specialists serve in their individual capacities as scientists and not as representatives of their government or any organization with which they are affiliated. Affiliations are provided for identification purposes only.

\textsuperscript{2} Each participant was asked to disclose pertinent research, employment, and financial interests. Current financial interests and research and employment interests during the past 3 years or anticipated in the future are identified here. Minor pertinent interests are not listed and include stock valued at no more than US$10 000 overall, grants that provide no more than 5% of the research budget of the expert’s organization and that do not support the expert’s research or position, and consulting or speaking on matters not before a court or government agency that does not exceed 2% of total professional time or compensation. All grants that support the expert’s research or position and all consulting or speaking on behalf of an interested party on matters before a court or government agency are listed as significant pertinent interests.
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Christopher J Portier, Office of Risk Assessment Research, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, USA
Eero Pukkala, Finnish Cancer Registry, Institute for Statistical and Epidemiological Cancer Research, FIN-00170 Helsinki, Finland
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---

\(^3\) Dr Landrigan is an inactive member of the Medical Advisory Committee of the John P. Redmond Foundation, which is affiliated with the International Association of Fire Fighters. He has not received any compensation or research support from these organizations.

\(^4\) Dr LeMasters served as a factual witness for the Claimant in a 2006 court case in Vermont to decide whether the Claimant’s non-Hodgkin lymphoma was causally related to his work as a firefighter. For this she received compensation of less than 5% of her total annual professional compensation. Dr LeMasters has no other recent or anticipated activities in this area.
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Malcolm Sim\(^8\), Visiting Scientist, Monash University, Australia
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---

\(^5\) Dr Arendt is a director and major shareholder of Stockgrand Ltd (UK), which sells melatonin measurement methodology. She also holds royalty rights on blue-light lamps manufactured by Philips Lighting (Netherlands), which also funds some of her research. In addition, she serves as a consultant to Alliance Pharmaceuticals (UK), which is developing melatonin products.

\(^6\) Dr Austin worked as a consultant for McCarter & English LLP (formerly Cummings & Lockwood LLP), representing General Electrical Company in litigation involving a GE transformer fire, from January 2002 to July 2004; affiliation now as Environment Canada, Air Quality Research Division, Ottawa K1A, 0H3, Canada.

\(^7\) Dr Cherrie’s employer, the Institute of Occupational Medicine, has done exposure assessment, litigation support, or other consulting work for several solvent manufacturers and related trade associations, including Euro Chlor, the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC), Akzo Nobel, and Ciba Specialty Chemicals.

\(^8\) Dr Sim has submitted a proposal as a co-principal investigator for a firefighter cohort study to the Melbourne, Australia, Metropolitan Fire Brigade.
Jane Mitchell’s colleagues gratefully acknowledge her many years of service in the *IARC Monographs* programme, beginning with Volume 29 (October 1981).